Flavor Menu

**Tobacco**

- **Cajun Champagne** - A creamy, custardy tobacco that gets better each hit
- **Cherry Swish** - Cherry cigarillo flavor
- **Cowboy Killa** - Premium tobacco flavor
- **Cypress Knee** - Tobacco flavor with a hint of caramel
- **Desert Llama** - A nice and easy tobacco flavor
- **Glenda's Cinnamon Clove** - Classic clove flavor with a hint of cinnamon
- **Honey Cig-al** - Honey flavored cigar flavor with a nutty aftertaste
- **Rodeo** - Classic tobacco flavor
- **Rougarou** - Premium tobacco flavor with a cold “bite”
- **Sandy's Menthol** - When you are looking for that “Kool” sensation
- **Smooth Operator** - Premium Tobacco flavor with a smooth, minty chill
- **Stogie** - Mild, black tobacco flavor
- **Urban Cowboy** - Premium Tobacco flavor with menthol
- **Wicker** - Tobacco flavor with a hint of vanilla
- **Desert Llama Menthol** - Tobacco flavor with a cool breeze on the inhale and exhale

**Cinnamon**

- **Blazin' Cajun** - Reminiscent of the cinnamon fireball candy
- **Cooyan** - A flavor so bizarre, it will drive you crazy
- **Feu Follet** - A curious minty flavor
- **Fire & Ice** - Hot Cinnamon Candy flavor with a cold undertone.
- **Gator's Breath** - Fruity flavor with a little heat
- **Jamaican Me Crazy** - Jamaican Rum with a spicy and sweet taste

**Gum**

- **Bubblegum** - Reminiscent of the baseball card package gum
- **Fruit N Juicy** - Juicy bubblegum with a fruit taste
- **Gummy Melon** - Watermelon Bubblegum flavor
- **Little Red** - Cinnamon Gum Flavor
- **Spearmint** - Classic minty gum
**Fruits**

**Alien's Blood** - Melons, berries, and mint...Oh My!

**Beetle Juice** - Complex fruit flavor. You can say this one three times!

**Berry Kool** - Like eating mixed berries straight out of the fridge

**Black Cherry** - Robust cherry flavor

**Blackberry** - Taste almost as good as picking them from the vine

**Blue Pom-Pom** - Perfect blend of Blueberry and Pomegranate

**Blueberry** - Nothing complex about it....just explosive blueberry flavor!

**Cherry Pom Bomb** - Blend of Black Cherry and Pomegranate

**Dragon's Passion** - Blend of Dragon Fruit and Passion Fruit

**Flamingo** - Blend of fruits and coconut that would remind you of South Florida

**Frankenmelon** - A burst full of melons with a spark

**Frozen Strawberries** - Sweet, Ripe Strawberry flavor, straight out of the freezer

**Fruit Basket** - If you like fruits the whole orchard will grow on you every time you taste it

**Fuzzy Melon** - Melon blend with a peach overtone

**Guava Berry** - Delicate mix of Strawberry and Guava

**Jen's Blue Razz** - A blueberry and raspberry combination that is “spot on”

**Kiwi Strawberry** - Perfect blend of two fruits

**L'Orange** - Orange flavor with a French Twist

**Magic Dragon** - Mix of fruity flavors, including Dragon Fruit

**Melonberry** - You would swear you are biting into a slice of melon.

**Melon-choly** - Fruity blend of melons that will have you feeling anything but sad

**Moccasin** - Mix of Fruit with a hint of mint

**Nana Berry** - Mix of Strawberry and Banana

**Pear** - Basic fruit flavor, like eating one off of the tree

**Pirate's Bay** - An smooth, creamy banana and strawberry blend.

**Razz-Ma-Tazz** - Perfect blend of Raspberry and Pomegranate

**Sac-Au-Lait** - Another great fruit mixture that is very complex.

**Shell Beach** - Louisiana version of Pina Colada

**Strawberry** - Classic, ripe strawberry flavor

**Surfboard** - Wild mix of flavors

**Tacklebox** - A multitude of fruit flavors blended perfectly.

**Tailor Made** - Interesting flavor blend of fruits with a lemon lime undertone.

**Tropical Paradise** - A whirlwind of fruit flavors that give you the feeling of being in a tropical oasis

**Tutti-Frutti** - Reminiscent of fruit cocktail

**Watermelon** - Powerful, classic flavor
**What-A-Berry**- A perfect blend of watermelon and berry flavors
**Zombie Melon**- A tart cooling melon that is sure to leave you coming back for more

**Zombie Sauce**- A tangy fruit flavor with a little cool blast on the exhale.

---

**Drinks**

**Banana Juice**- This flavor is amazingly smooth and banana is **not** overpowering

**Bay-tie**- Taste a lot like that “monstrosity” of an energy drink

**California Dream**- Malibu and pineapple flavor

**Cappuccino**- Classic Italian Coffee flavor

**Caramel Macchiato**- Caramel Espresso flavor similar to walking out with a cup from your favorite coffee shop

**Cherry Limeaid**- Classic drive-in drink flavor

**Cherry-L Cola**- Cherry Cola taste that will bring you back to your childhood

**Chonkie Monkie**- A rich chocolate milk that never leaves the pallet

**Cola**- classic cola taste

**Dr. Pop**- Sweet classic soda flavor.

**Faux-Lay**- Cajun version of the red bovine drink

**Hawaiian Pine**- Tropical punch taste with a little extra pineapple flavor

**Hurricane**- Classic New Orleans Style beverage

**Hypno**- Citrus liquor flavor

**Jamaican Grammar**- Will have you saying “Yeah, Mon”

**King Cola**- Bourbon and Cola flavor...no hangover here

**Pina Colada**- Bring me two!

**Punch Line**- Fruit punch flavor

**Purple Mist**- A unique grape drink with a spark

**Strawberry Lemonade**- Lemonade flavor with a splash of Strawberry

**Strawberry Limeaid**- a wonderful fruit drink with a nice icy finish

**Teche Sunrise**- Fruity drink flavor that became an instant hit

**Vanilla Cherry Pop**- This soda flavor will take you back

**Voo-Dew Blast**- Citrus Soda based flavor with a tropical touch.

**Voo-Dew**- Citrus Soda based flavor

**XXX**- A tropical blend with a touch of coconut

---

**Candy**
Almond Candy - This candy bar flavor will make you feel “Joy” about almonds!!

Apple Jolly Cajun - Just like the other “jolly” guy (sour apple)

Butterscotch - Classic butterscotch candy flavor

Caramel Apple - Caramel Covered Apple flavor. It's just like being at the carnival.

Caramel - Sweet caramel that is “worthy”

Cotton Candy - Just like being at the circus

Grape Jolly Cajun - Just like the other “jolly” guy (grape)

Melon Tart - Tangy Watermelon candy flavor

Mint Chocolate Madness - Taste just like the mint left on your pillow

PB Cup - Classic peanut butter and chocolate flavor

Peppermint - Like the classic after dinner mint

Pucker Up - Sweet and Tart candy flavor

Scourtles - Just like tasting the rainbow

Sour Gummies - This one says it all.

Tootsy Roll - Sweet chocolaty candy flavor

Sunburst - (Also known as The Dual Threat) A juicy combination of fruit candy

Trot Line - Similar to the blue and red ring pop.

Dessert

‘Murica - That southern apple pie grandma cooks that’s so delicious

Banana Cream - Sweet banana flavor with a creamy undertone

Banana Custard - Sweet mix of banana and custard

Banana Nut Bread - Warm and tasty, like it just came out of the oven.

Blueberry Cheesecake - Sweet and creamy cheesecake flavor with blueberries

Blueberry Waffle - A flaky blueberry waffle with that extra gooey blueberry syrup

Bon Crème - Great cream flavor (90 VG capable)

Butter Popcorn - like you sitting at the theater

Cajun Delight - A creamy strawberry milkshake that will have you coming back for more

Cake Pop - Nothing short of those delicious little cake pops

CinnaBliss - A light cinnamon touch that blows you away

Cereal Vapist - Fruit-Os type cereal flavor

Chocolate Covered Strawberries - Ripe strawberries covered in milk dark chocolate

Cinna-Toast - Cinnamon Toast cereal

Claxton’s Cream - Very flavorful cream and fruit mix

Crunch Berry - Your favorite cereal from childhood.
**Dragon Cream** - Dragon fruit cream blend

**Frosted Donut** - Sweet donut flavor

**Key Lime Pie** - Just like the dessert

**Lucky 7** - An everlasting bowl of fruity cereal

**Nana Puddin**' - Just like Maw Maw's banana pudding (you could taste the vanilla wafers)

**Neapolitan Ice Cream** - Just like grabbing a big spoonful of all three ice cream flavors

**Nu-Told-Ya** - Chocolately, hazelnut flavor that will blow you away

**Orange Sherbet** - Orange “Push Up” flavor

**Pineapple Cake** - This is that wonderful pineapple cake that gets better each slice

**SBMM Clone** - Our version of Mother's Milk

**Snap, Crackle, Pop** - Marshmallow crispy rice treat

**Strawberries & Cream** - Ripe strawberries with a sweet cream flavor

**Strawberry Cheesecake** - taste just like everyone's favorite after dinner dessert

**Strawberry Shortcake** - Sweet Strawberry with a cake and cream undertone

**Strawberry Swirl** - Similar to eating strawberries dipped in White Chocolate

**The Captain** - This flavor will remind you of your favorite childhood cereal

**Vanilla Custard** - Rich vanilla flavor

**Vanilla Kim-Cake** - Vanilla cake flavor; dessert all day

---

**Miscellaneous**

**Camo** - For that stealthy hunter that wants to go undetected in the woods (no flavor/no scent).